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Project three



Homework – part one

• Photo essay theme: 
• Life at Salisbury University

• Get portraits/candids of  three people

• Interview each one to provide a statement-evidence-
quote vignette 

• Ask questions to appropriately tie the theme together

• These may not be friends, family, co-workers or 
classmates!!
• 20-point deduction if  discovered



What are vignettes?

• Short illustrations of  a person’s 
story/thoughts

• Include a portrait of  that person
• Some are posed

• Some are candid (better)

• Includes statement-evidence-quote 
describing the subject’s thoughts, tying 
together a topic or theme

• Should be 4-6 sentences apiece



examples

Thomas Clark, 29, a junior buyer at the New York 
Stock Exchange, has seen a lot of  changes during his 
five years on the floor. Clark says the turbulence of  
the financial market in recent years has prompted 
waves of  panic and loads of  new regulations aimed 
at stabilizing the market. Clark recalls one frenzied 
afternoon in March when the market took an 
unexpected 200-point dip, sending his fellow brokers 
into turmoil. “There’s a strange mix of  hopelessness 
and danger that comes when the bottom drops out 
like that. It’s quite an adventure.”  



examples

It’s another lonely night for 23-year-old server 
Melissa Wayne at the Nimbo Greek Café. When 
Greek immigrants Niko and Ahni Theopolis 
opened the restaurant 40 years ago, customers in 
the rural Tennessee town of  Murfreesboro, 
Tennessee, couldn’t wait to sample the exotic 
dishes from overseas. But over the years, steeper 
competition has cropped up in neighboring big 
cities, and Wayne says Greek food isn’t as 
fascinating to people as it once was. “It is too 
normal now. You could go anywhere for this 
kind of  food, so why come to Murfreesboro?”



Reporting vignettes

Choose a theme:

• Event coverage

• Enterprise – looks at an issue or 
trend in more detail
• Affordable housing in Salisbury

• School spirit at SU

• Issues between administration 
and students regarding tailgating 

• A “day in the life” piece

• Spending the day with workers at 
an Amazon shopping center 
around the holidays

Pick, pack and ship is the motto at the Amazon 
fulfillment center in Southeast Baltimore, where more 
than 3,400 regular employees and thousands of  seasonal 
helpers are pitching in to help make the holidays happen. 
They might be the closest thing to Santa's helpers in 
modern-day business. Packer Shondra Wilson has worked 
at the center for four years. She looks forward to sneaking 
peeks at the season’s most popular gifts every year. “I love 
to get ideas for my family and to know I’m helping other 
families fulfill each other’s wishes.” (📷 by Kenneth K. 
Lam/Baltimore Sun)



Reporting vignettes

• Choose a theme

• Ask interview questions on that 
theme

• Spend time with the sources, so you 
can adequately tell their story

• Longer statement-evidence quote 
blocks
• 4-6 sentences each

• Put it all together in one graf



Getting the photos

• Spend time with the 
sources

• Portrait – a posed picture 
of  the person in a relevant 
scene

• Candid – taken when 
spending time with the 
source, who is doing 
whatever the story is about

• Try to capture each 
person’s emotions



Putting them 
together

• Vignettes are good for telling stories online

• Social media – Instagram



The right platform -
instagram



The right platform -
instagram



Creating a theme



Homework – part one

• Photo essay theme: 
• Life at Salisbury University

• Get portraits/candids of  three people

• Interview each one to provide a statement-evidence-
quote vignette 

• Ask questions to appropriately tie the theme together

• These may not be friends, family, co-workers or 
classmates!!
• 20-point deduction if  discovered



announcements

• Thursday 
• Reading posted online

• Part two - photojournalism

Professional Development

• SPJ Giving Tuesday – drop off  cans & non-perishable food 
items at Commons from 1-2:30 p.m.

• SPJ elections/social – Dec. 7, 8 p.m., TE 226A


